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Abstract: Wireless Sensor Networks becoming emerging Technology which consist of a variety of sensor nodes that monitor and
record conditions at diverse locations. Wireless Networks are restricted with energy constraint. Data Aggregation is a method of efficient
delivery of summarized results by ensuring privacy& Security. With Data Aggregation we can eliminate redundant data transmission
there by reducing energy consumption & performance of the wireless sensor networks is increased. The aim of secure data Aggregation
is to achieve two critical objectives namely Security & Aggregation. Here we proposed an End to End Privacy and Aggregation using
Symmetric homomorphic encryption. Homomorphic Encryption is a form of encryption that allows computations to be carried out on
the cipher text, thus generating an encrypted result which when decrypted matches result of operation performed on plain text. This
symmetric key based homomorphic encryption significantly reduces energy consumption there by increases life time of sensor nodes.
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1. Introduction
A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is a large collection of
sensor nodes called Motes. These Motes have Sensing,
Processing and Communicating capability. The Wireless
Sensor network is the collection of motes which will
monitor and record conditions at diverse locations. The
Sensor motes can sense the physical parameters like
temperature, pressure, light, intensity and soon. WSN’s
becoming more promising area which includes the
applications like habitat monitoring, military applications,
environmental, medical, Target tracking and many more.
Sensor motes have the following constraints.
Constraints of Sensor motes:
 Low power processor usually 8 or 16 bit micro controller
 Limited storage space
 Low power Transmitter usually ISM Bands
Model of Wireless Sensor Network

energy. Wireless sensor networks are differing from other
wireless networks with unique characteristics such as
 Limited Power
 Cope with node failures
 Node fails fault tolerant
 Dynamic network topology
 Communication failures

2. Need for Data Aggregation
As Given in Fig.1 WSN consist the components like Sensor
Filed (network), Sensor motes (nodes), the sink
(Aggregator) and the base station. The sensor field is a
network which observes various events. The sensor motes
are the key players here which sense various physical
parameters. The sensors depart this collected information to
the aggregator (sink). As Sensor motes are deployed near to
each other they can sense common parameters hence there is
a possibility of redundant information is being sent to the
sink.
In WSN with data aggregation we can eliminate duplicate
data transmission thereby reduce the energy consumption.
Therefore data aggregation aims at efficient delivery of a
summarized result reported to a base station.
Sometimes these sensors networks are compromised and
hence intruders will inject false data into the network. So
data aggregation must be aimed at achieving Data
aggregation by considering security issues.

3. Motivation for Secure Data Aggregation
Figure 1: Wireless sensor network Architecture
Wireless Sensor networks are restricted with energy (power)
constraint. Hence life time of WSN depends on Mote

Data Aggregation is needed when motes directly cannot
reach a base station. Here sensor nodes are data centric (no
IP address concept). Secure data aggregation aims at
efficient delivery of summarized information to be reported
to a base station thereby maintaining privacy and security.
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Requirements of Data aggregation security:
Secured Data Aggregation is achieved by the following
security measures.
1) Data Confidentiality
In data Aggregation summarized information cannot
provided to any unauthorized users. The aggregation is
done in two ways.
 Hop by hop(plain sensor data)
 End-to-End(Encrypted sensor data)
2) Data Integrity
The summarized information sent to base station must be
accurate without any changes done by intruders. It
ensures integrity of information collected.
3) Data Freshness
The data must be recent one without any old data being
used.
4) Data Availability
Data Availability ensures availability of network at all
times.
5) Authentication of data
Proper authentication measures should be taken to ensure
correct recipient and correct data.
6) Non repudiation
The summarized information once deployed to a base
station by the sink(aggregator) could not be deny then
back.
Security Attacks in Wireless Sensor network aggregation:
Various security attacks includes
1) DoS (Denial of Service) Attacks
2) Spoofing
3) Sinkhole attack
4) Wormhole attack
5) Hello flood attack
6) Sybil attack

4. Existing Work in Secure Data Aggregation
 Karthikeyan vaidyanathan [1] proposed three data
aggregation techniques: in-network,grid-based and hybrid
schemes to perform data aggregation.
 Ameya S.bhatlavande
[2] proposed in-network
aggregation (temporal coherency-aware-in network
aggregation), tree based approach and cluster based
approach of aggregation.
 Parmar, k [3] proposed an integrity and privacy preserving
secure data aggregation protocol.
 Vivaksha J. Jariwala [4] proposed an additively digital
signature algorithm based on Elliptic Curve Digital
Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) to achieve integrity of the
aggregate
 Vimal Pambhar [5] proposed an adversarial model for
security on Data Aggregation its help us to give batter
performance compare to existing scheme.
 Vivaksha Jariwala [6] proposed a novel approach using
homomorphic encryption and additive digital signatures to
achieve confidentiality, integrity and availability for
secure data aggregation in wireless sensor networks
 Xing Li proposes FESA, secure data aggregation with
fully homomorphic encryption in large-scale wireless
sensor networks. FESA can effectively reduce the network

overhead while satisfying the above requirements.
Compared to the existing technologies, our scheme can
ensure the data confidentiality and integrity during data
aggregation process and forwarding process, and also
detect the false data as early as possible, leading to
reduction of communication overhead and hence less
energy consumption

5. Proposed Work of Secure Data Aggregation
Using SHES
Here we are proposing a symmetric key based Homomrphic
encryption for end-to-end secure data aggregation.
Symmetric key Encryption Scheme
Symmetric key based encryption uses a Single shared key to
encrypt the information and uses the same key to decrypt the
information. Symmetric key encryption is very fast to use.
With symmetric key encryption a secret key is used for
encryption and decryption so it must be kept secret.
Homomorphic encryption
Homomorphic encryption is a form of encryption that allows
computations to be performed on cipher text thus generating
an encrypted result which when decrypted matches the result
of operations performed on plain text.
Homomorphic encryption schemes are malleable.
Symmetric key based homomorphic encryption (SHES):
Additively homomorphic encryption scheme:
1) Encryption: Considering m as integer.
m €[0, M,-1] where M is a Large integer. Let k be a
random generated key streams where k€[0,M,-1]
Compute C=encryption (m,k,M)=m+k(mod M)
2) Decryption process:
Decryption(c,k,m)=c-k(mod M)
Architecture of Secure Data Aggregation:

Figure 2
As Shown in figure 2. In wireless sensor networks motes are
deployed near to each other. They can sense common
parameters, hence there is possibility of redundant
information is being sent to a sink. Hence by using data
aggregation efficient delivery of a summarized result
reported to a base station.

6. Conclusion
The most critical parameter in wireless sensor network
during data aggregation is security. Because sensor motes
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are deployed and operated at various locations at harsh
conditions. The Wireless sensor networks are limited with
energy constraints. With data aggregation energy
consumption is utilized. In this paper we have proposed an
efficient method for secure data aggregation in Wireless
sensor networks using Symmetric key based encryption
scheme. With the literature review presented in this paper
various existing methods for secure data aggregation is
presented. Here we conclude by expecting many more
research work towards secure data aggregation considering
limited resources of wireless sensor networks.
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